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Top Tips 
 

1. Keep animals calm in the days running up to slaughter 

2. Select animals at the right level of fat cover to maximise your return whilst 
not feeding for too long (wasting feed or losing time) 

3. Animals of better conformation do produce more higher quality cuts of meat 
and less waste, which is costly to dispose of 

4. Supplying processors with “In Spec” cattle really does make the Kill Line more 
efficient, saving time and waste  

 
 

Introduction 
45 farmers and stakeholders made the trip to Highland Meats abattoir in Saltcoats 
to see the Hartbush animals hanging in the new chill facility at the plant.  This was 

the first time Highland Meats had hosted such a large group of visitors and we 
thank all those involved in the arrangements and for team members’ time and input 

to an excellent day. 
 

Once everyone had completed their health and hygiene forms and the visitor’s 

badges were handed out, Isla Roebuck, Mark Allan and Russell Allan led the Dawn 
Meats team in welcoming the Monitor Farm Group to the plant. An overall view of 

Dawn Meats’ interests and production was given along with their aspirations to 
improve and grow their activity within the beef market, both internationally and in 

the UK. 
 

The Visit 
Then it was on with the blue hair nets, shoe covers and fetching white protective 
coats (all aimed at protecting the carcases and kill line environment from 

contamination rather than vice versa!).  Split into smaller groups of 10 to 12 led by 
Highland Meats’ staff visitors first of all saw the Hartbush cattle in the chill.  It was 

very interesting to see the differences displayed within the classes. Animals which 
had been specifically chosen for the stock-judging event were clearly identified, 
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with a range in conformation and fat-class apparent for all to see and discuss.  
Despite the challenges in hearing and conversing in a fairly noisy environment 

many took the opportunity to ask questions and discuss their observations.  
 

Next it was on to observe the kill line in operation. Many were struck by how busy 
and co-ordinated everything was.  Each part of the process was designed to be 

carried out as quickly and simply as possible with operators doing a specific task in 
a given time slot as the carcase moved along the line.  The main observations of 

the groups were 
 How calm and quiet all the cattle were in the lairage, as they moved through 

the handling system to have their ID Eartags checked and right up to the 
point of slaughter (underlining the importance processors place on 

preventing/minimising all stress in animals before they are slaughtered) 

 How the processes after slaughter to remove the skin, head and feet are 
arranged to keep contamination to an absolute minimum 

 Making use of every possible part of the 5th quarter to add value/reduce 
waste costs 

 The organisation and co-ordination of the processes as the carcase goes 
through the different stages of the kill line 

 Seeing the independent grader assessing each carcase in turn 
 The fact that the forequarters of the carcases are usually hung for a much 

shorter time than the rear quarters 
 

 
The excellent beef rolls provided for lunch didn’t last long! Meanwhile members 

continued to discuss all that they had seen and enjoyed the opportunity to catch up 
with Billy Glazebrook and retired haulier Jimmy Roberts, who many there knew 

well. 

 
Back in the board room the slaughter process was likened to the opposite of a 

manufacturing process as once slaughtered carcases are effectively dismembered 
and all the many component parts are sorted and batched to be sold to numerous 

different markets from top end steaks all the way down through different quality 
meats for human consumption plus the “Fifth Quarter” products which do not go to 

the food chain. Having produced such a wide range of differing products, it is then 
the processors’ job to find the best possible market for each part of the carcase and 

to reduce waste to an absolute minimum, with our group leaders noting that all 
waste is now so expensive to dispose of.  The farmers present were quite unfamiliar 

with some of the markets highlighted. 
 

 

Stock Judging Results 
 

James Worthington and Judith Hutchison of Smiths Gore announced the placings 
and relevant stats for each class after their speedy turn around of the results and 

promised to let everyone know who the winners of the Stock-judging challenge 
were as soon as possible after the day.  Results are shown below along with the 

group averages for the over 30’s and the under 30’s participants 
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Class 1  –  Killing Out % (4 Heifers)   
  

 
Heifer 

Actual 
Kill Out 

[KO]% 

Over 30s 
Av. KO% 

Estimates 

Under 30s 
Av. KO% 

Estimates 

A 62.5 57.1 60.2 

B 52.5 54.0 60.3 

X 54.5 54.5 59.3 

Y 56.2 55.9 62.2 

 

While the over 30s generally placed the cattle in the correct order for KO % , they 
under estimated KO% in every case as a group and did not sufficiently recognise 

the points range within this group of cattle. Whilst the youngsters[<30’s] didn’t 

correctly identify the order or the range of KO% , they did identify how high KO% 
can be in individual animals with excellent conformation. 

 
Class 2  –  Fat Class and Conformation Grades (4 Steers) 

                                                   

 

Steer 

 

Grade 

A -U 4L 

B R 4L 

X O+ 4H 

Y R 4L 

 

The stock judgers will recall that the Steer which graded as an O+ was a poor doing 
Angus selected by George Brown for comparison purposes, which was 23 months 

old versus the 19-21 months for the other cattle. It also weighed significantly less. 

 
 

Class 3 –  Lifetime Average Daily Carcase Gain 
                                                   

 
Steer 

 
Kg/day 

Over 30s 
Average 

Estimates 

Under 30s 
Average 

Estimates 

A 0.65 13.2 1.1 

B 0.66 13.7 1.2 

X 0.68 15.0 1.1 

Y 0.72 15.5 1.1 

 

This class certainly made people think and caught quite a few out completely !  
Some individuals did pretty well though. 

 

Class 4 - Liveweight (4 Heifers) 
                                               

 
Steer 

 
Kg 

Over 30s 
Average 

Estimates 

Under 30s 
Average 

Estimates 

A 640 575 486 

B 712 598 516 
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X 702 589 500 

Y 746 611 534 

 

Once again almost everybody underestimated these heifers’ liveweights & by a 
large margin. Does this mean we regularly underestimate the weight of our own 

cattle and thereby underestimate their value too? 
 

Class 5 -  Deadweight and Value (4 Old Cows) 
                                                    

 

Old Cow 

 

Deadweight 
Kg 

Over 30s 

Average 
Estimates 

Under 30s 

Average 
Estimates 

A 415 350 329 

B 399 349 324 

X 433 335 298 

Y 433 355 339 

 
 

 

 

Old Cow 

 

£ Value 

Over 30s 

Average 
Estimates 

Under 30s 

Average 
Estimates 

A 1224 962.33 839.77 

B 1157 934.23 803.41 

X 1279 855.08 766.30 

Y 1301 958.50 880.68 

 
This class of well fleshed Continental type cows demonstrated the potential 

consequence of underestimating the weight of cattle & putting insufficient value on 

them before going to market or slaughter. 
 

Winners of the Stock-judging Exercise were:- 
 

Under 30s 
First     -  Duncan Hutchison 

Second -  William Moses 
Third    –  Murray Brash 

 
Over 30s 

First     – Robin Vevers, Frank Johnstone Tractors 
Second – Jim Calder, Birkhall, Holywood 

Third    - Robin Spence, Roberthill 
  
   

Conclusions 
 

The important messages taken from this visit were:- 
 

 It is essential to keep stress and upset down to a minimum during the last 
few days before slaughter (stress causes the meat to become tough and 

poorer quality) 
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 Processing is a complicated business with the carcase being broken down into 
many different component parts, which go to lots of different markets in 

Scotland, UK , Europe and worldwide 
 The Processor has to find the best possible market for as many different 

carcase/animal products as possible in order to minimise waste and keep the 
waste disposal costs down 

 Over fat animals cost the producer time and unnecessary feed costs. While 
the additional costs borne by the processor centre around labour costs (to 

trim the extra fat off) & slower outputs on production lines  
 Good conformation cattle not only produce more higher quality meat but they 

also produce relatively less waste products (which are very expensive to 
dispose of) 

 

We would particularly like to thank George Brown of Highland Meats for his time 
and expertise in selecting suitable animals for the range of exercises and ensuring 

they were all presented in the best way possible for the farmer groups to see at the 
abattoir.  Also Isla Roebuck, Mark Allen & Russell Allan and the whole team at 

Highland Meats who were very welcoming and gave up a lot of their time to show 
the assembled farmers their premises and discuss their practices and the wider 

concerns of the Scottish Beef Industry. 
 

Useful Contacts 
 
John Paterson (Hartbush) – 01387 710 214 

George Brown (Highland Meats) – 07971 147 775 
George can also put you in touch with any of the other Highland Meats team 

Ian MacDougall (QMS) – 0131 472 4117 

Matthew Currie (Smiths Gore) - T - 01387 263 066; E – matthew.currie@smithsgore.co.uk 

James Worthington (S G) - T - 01387 263 066; E – james.worthington@smithsgore.co.uk 
Judith Hutchison (S G) – T - 01387 263 066; E – judith.hutchison@smithsgore.co.uk 

Jim Ford (A K Stoddart) – 07774 283 382 
Robin Spence (Chair of the Management Committee)  -  07831 336 539 

 
 

Useful Websites 
 
QMS  –  www.qmscotland.co.uk   

   
Highland Meats  -  www.dawnmeats.com  

 
Scottish Government Skills Development Scheme –  

 http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Topics/farmingrural/SRDP/Skills  
 

A K Stoddart  -  www.akstoddart.co.uk  

 
Smiths Gore  -  www.smithsgore.co.uk   

 
 

 
 

 

http://www.qmscotland.co.uk/
http://www.dawnmeats.com/
http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Topics/farmingrural/SRDP/Skills
http://www.akstoddart.co.uk/
http://www.smithsgore.co.uk/
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The Next Meeting will be 
 

On 16th May 2013 
 

At Hartbush 
 

Topics include 
   Soil Analysis & Grassland Management 
   Update on Young Bulls enterprise, gross margins & diets 
   Stock health plans for the grazing season – parasite 

control, colostrum for newborn calves & bull fertility testing 
 
 

Please book your lunch by noon on 13th May 
 

Call Judith on 01387 263 066 or 

Email  -  judith.hutchison@smithsgore.co.uk   

mailto:judith.hutchison@smithsgore.co.uk

